Aerosol emissions and their volatility from heating different cooking oils at multiple temperatures†
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Heating cooking oils at high temperatures emits aerosols in the fine and ultrafine size ranges as well as a variety of volatile organic compounds. Exposure to these emissions has been associated with various respiratory and cardiovascular ailments. In this study, we characterized aerosol emissions from various popular frying oils using an electric heat source at multiple temperatures (below and above their individual smoke points). At 180 °C, a common deep-frying temperature, oils with lower smoke points (olive oil and lard) generated the highest aerosol mass concentrations among all oils tested. The volatility characteristics of these oil-generated aerosols were also studied by analyzing their volume distributions after thermal conditioning through a thermodenuder. For most of the oils, thermal conditioning beyond temperatures of 75 °C resulted in the near complete removal of volatiles leaving behind non-volatile cores in the 60–100 nm range. Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Mass Spectrometry of sample extracts obtained from smoking different oils exhibited large chemical similarity with average molecular mass in the range of 620–640 atomic mass units and low oxygen-to-carbon ratios (~0.16). Lastly, we estimated the respiratory deposition values of different oils for a 30 minute exposure period, and the results show that lard had the highest average particle mass deposition in all three regions of the respiratory system (1–10 μg), whereas peanut oil had the lowest average values (~1 μg).

1 Introduction

Cooking is a major source of indoor air pollution. Cooking emissions usually contain ultrafine and fine particulate matter (PM) as well as a variety of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as alkanes, formaldehyde, benzene, toluene and xylene, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).1–4 Exposure to cooking emissions has been linked with various respiratory and cardiovascular ailments and cancer-related risks.5–7 In recent years, various studies characterizing different aspects of cooking activities included type of stove and fuel used, cooking ingredients and methods, and evaluating measures for reducing cooking emissions and mitigating associated occupant exposures.8–11 These works have highlighted the need for continuously optimizing indoor cooking practices to reduce occupant exposure. Indoor cooking—especially in commercial settings—has also been shown to impact ambient air quality and global climate due to the release of PM and VOCs.12–14 As such, it is also important to investigate their fate to optimize control strategies that also reduce emissions to the outdoor environment while minimizing indoor occupant exposure.10,15–19

Since most of the cooking activities undertaken indoors include a heat source, there have been concerted efforts to

Environmental significance

A variety of cooking oils with different smoke points are often used in large quantities in various indoor settings such as home kitchens and restaurants without effective control measures. In this study we compared the emissions from heating different oils to study the relevance of controlling cooking temperatures below their respective smoke point in reducing the associated aerosol exposure. We also studied the fate of these emissions by studying their volatility parameters and compared the soft ionization mass spectra of the smoke sample extracts from different oils. Lastly, we related these results to the health effects by evaluating the aerosol mass deposited in different regions of the respiratory system upon 30 min of exposure to these heated oil emissions.
promote the switch to cleaner fuels and improved cookstoves, especially in developing countries to reduce PM exposure associated with fuel burning. These studies have also led to a proliferation of different models of improved cook stoves, which have shown to work well for their intended purpose. In the developed world, the focus has shifted primarily towards the use of different control strategies and optimizing cooking practices due to the mass availability of cleaner fuels. Significant progress has been made towards diverting the attention of the general public towards the use of control measures such as extracting range hoods and portable air cleaners, as well as increased ventilation in cooking areas to reduce exposure. In terms of optimizing cooking activities, past research has focused largely on characterizing the effects of cooking temperature, combination of ingredients, and cooking methods such as frying versus grilling on the release of PM and VOCs in different indoor settings.

Frying in particular has been associated with higher PM emissions, especially in the ultrafine range, compared to other cooking practices utilizing oil. It has been well documented that keeping the cooking temperature below the oil’s smoke point results in lower emission rates. At temperatures near the smoke point, fat breakdown occurs, leading to the formation of glycerol and free fatty acids. These products can then decompose further into VOCs and can further act as precursors to secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation, which may explain the increased particle emission rates. Therefore, cooking temperature control may be useful in not only reducing human exposure to cooking aerosols but also preventing the release of organic compounds into ambient air—especially for oils with lower smoke points. Moreover, due to considerably larger quantities of oil being used in the frying process, it becomes important to study the relevance of smoke point and compare aerosol emissions relative to frying temperature.

In terms of health effects, the VOCs emitted during deep-frying present greater carcinogenic risk—primarily due to aldehydes—compared to other cooking methods using oil. This is in addition to the release of fine and ultrafine particulate matter which further aggravates the health risk associated with cooking oil emissions. Moreover, previous studies on the volatility of cooking emissions have reiterated that cooking aerosols can also contribute to SOA formation in ambient environments due to different aging processes making cooking emissions a pollutant of outdoor concern. The lower volatility compounds in cooking emissions could also feature in indoor surface organic films, thereby driving various gas-phase partitioning mechanisms and further affecting the indoor chemistry of aerosols.

The main objectives of this study were to characterize emissions from different cooking oils as they were heated over a range of temperatures, including 180 °C, a common deep-frying temperature, as well as each oil’s individual smoke point and 20 °C above it. We also investigated the volatility characteristics of different cooking oils using a thermodesorber. We further characterized the lower volatility compounds in terms of their chemical composition and double bond equivalencies. Lastly, we compared the particle deposition values in different regions of the respiratory system associated with heating different cooking oils to relate these results to the potential health effects associated with their use in indoor settings.

## 2 Methods

### 2.1 Oils tested

In this study, we tested five different types of cooking oils with a wide range of smoke points. These oils were selected because of their popularity as frying oils and the wide range in their smoke point and fat composition. All the oils used for this study were purchased directly from a local store and were stored in a lab shelf at room temperature, away from direct sunlight, during the course of the experiment. The physical and chemical characteristics of each oil are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oil</th>
<th>Smoke point (°C)</th>
<th>Saturated</th>
<th>Monounsaturated</th>
<th>Polyunsaturated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lard</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canola</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive (extra light)</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>48.1%</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>22.8%</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canola</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lard has the lowest smoke point (~190 °C), whereas both canola and soybean oils have the smoke points in the higher range (232–238 °C). In terms of fat composition, canola oil has the lowest saturated fat content (7.4%) and highest unsaturated fat content (91.4%), while coconut oil is the opposite, with the highest saturated fat content (82.5%) and lowest unsaturated fat content (8%). The olive oil used for this study was advertised by the manufacturer as “ideal for frying” and, according to the product label, contained a mixture of refined olive oil and virgin olive oil. Another thing to mention here is that the soybean oil was marketed as vegetable oil on the product label by the particular brand we opted to use for this study.

### 2.2 Experimental setup

A schematic of the setup that was used to compare aerosol size distributions for different cooking oils heated over a range of temperatures is shown in Fig. 1. Briefly, 200 ml of oil was heated in a shallow stainless steel frying pan placed on an electric hot plate inside a fume hood. Similar setups have been used...
Previously in other cooking oil characterization studies, the power supply of the hot plate (kept at medium heat setting) was controlled according to the oil temperature feedback from a K-type thermocouple to the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller.

The fume hood sash was kept slightly open (13 cm from a fully closed position), pulling ambient air at a flow rate of ~0.6 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ towards the back panel of the fume hood. The pan was kept at the center of the fume hood, 2 cm away from the sash opening. We measured an air velocity of 0.24 m s$^{-1}$ for up to 7 cm above the pan surface and zero air velocity for the remainder of the height of the fume hood. The lab space was usually unoccupied while the experiments were being conducted, thereby reducing the chances of any background sources interfering with the fume hood measurements.

The pan was washed with dish soap before each experiment and preheated for ~15 min on the electric hot plate to remove any oil residue from the previous experiment and from any deposition taking place during storage. Afterwards, a given oil sample was poured onto the heated pan, and the resulting emissions were sampled. The temperature of the PID-controlled hot plate was set to 100 °C, 150 °C, 180 °C (the most commonly used deep-frying temperature), each oil’s smoke point, and 20 °C above the smoke point (to account for several high-temperature cooking processes—other than deep frying—that are likely to reach above the smoke point of oils involved, such as stir-frying, baking, grilling, etc.). Each of these temperature setpoints was held for 15–20 min. We also recorded the real-time oil temperature values from the controller display panel in 1–5 minute intervals and the average of the percentage difference between the actual temperature and the set temperature (180 °C) values ranged between 4–6% for different oils.

An aerodynamic particle sizer (APS 3330, TSI, Shoreview MN) and a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS 3936, TSI), composed of a long differential mobility analyzer (DMA 3080L, TSI) and a water-based condensation particle counter (CPC 3788, TSI), were used for sampling aerosol size distributions. The sampling locations for both the instruments were chosen based on the inherent flow conditions inside the fume hood while at the same time ensuring maximum capture efficiency while sampling aerosols in ultrafine and fine size ranges. The APS was kept on an elevated platform (30 cm above the fume hood floor surface) next to the hot plate inside the fume hood whereas the SMPS sampled emissions through a copper inlet (0.64 cm ID) installed at the top of the fume hood. The last remaining section of the inlet was connected to conductive silicone tubing for connection with the SMPS inlet. We assumed a particle density of 1 g cm$^{-3}$ throughout our analysis based on recommendations from previous studies.

For studying the aerosol volatility characteristics, a thermodenuder (TD) was connected between the sampling inlet and the SMPS. During the experiment, the cooking oil was kept at 180 °C and the temperature of the heated section was ramped up in 25 °C increments till it reached 150 °C. The fraction of volatized material lost due to heating for different oils was qualitatively compared by observing the trends in averaged geometric mean diameter (GMD) of the volume distributions for a given TD temperature and volume fraction remaining (VFR). The VFR was calculated by taking the ratio of the averaged total volume concentration at a given TD temperature and volume concentration at ambient temperature. The TD system was derived from the design proposed and characterized in Huffman et al. A schematic of the TD used in this study is shown in Fig. 2.

The TD consisted of two sections: a heating section and a denuding section. The heating section was made up of stainless-steel tubing (1-inch OD) with heating tape wrapped around it encased in a stainless-steel chamber with rectangular
cross-section, filled with fiberglass insulation material. The temperature of the heating section was monitored using a surface K-type thermocouple (attached to the outer surface of the heating tube) connected to a temperature controller. This measurement was previously calibrated using a different thermocouple at the center of the airstream. A temperature characterization of the heating section is described in greater detail in section S1 of the ESI file†.

The denuder section consisted of a stainless steel-mesh tube (1-inch OD) inside a 4-inch aluminum pipe and its annular space was filled with granular activated carbon for VOC adsorption. Both sections were connected using a Swagelok connector and a Swagelok reducing union was also used at the ends of the assembly so that the entire assembly could be connected to quarter-inch conductive silicone tubing. Information on the particle loss calculations for the sampling line and the TD setup is given in ESI file section S2†.

2.3 FT-ICR MS of smoke generated from heated oils

For chemical characterization of oil-generated smoke, a comparable heating set-up was used in a hood at William & Mary to minimize the time between collection of particles and extraction for further analysis. For these studies, the oils were heated to around the smoke point or up to extraction for further analysis. For these studies, the oils were heated to around the smoke point or up to 20 °C above it. Smoke particles were collected through a small denuder at ~4–5 lpm onto a Teflon filter for ~1 hour. A similar protocol to what has been previously used to characterize indoor surface films was used.† Samples were extracted with acetonitrile and concentrated under a gentle flow of ultra-pure nitrogen. For analysis, these samples were shipped over-night on ice to Old Dominion University for analysis in a Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) Mass Spectrometer. This data was collected at the COSMIC lab on a Burker Daltonics 12 Tesla Apex Qe FT-ICR MS using methanol as the solvent, positive ion mode, and an Apollo II electrospray ionization (ESI) source. Mass Spectra were picked using DeCON 2LS [https://pnnl-comp-mass-spec.github.io/DeconTools/] with a peak to background ratio of 5 and a signal to noise threshold of 3. Peaks were picked in the range of C_{0–100} H_{0–200} Na_{0–3} O_{0–50} within a ±1 ppm window using the Molecular Formula Calculator [https://nationalmaglab.org/user-facilities/icr/icrssoftware].

For peak assignments, 2D and 1D kendrick mass series were used (CH_{2}, H_{2}, and O) and all peaks were removed that overlapped within ±2 ppm of peaks measured using solvent blanks run on the same day. The double bond equivalence (DBE) was calculated using eqn (1):

$$\text{DBE} = I + \frac{1}{2} (2C - H + N)$$

where C, H, and N represent the number of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen atoms in the molecular formula. The data were converted to neutral mass (subtracting the mass of Na⁺ or H⁺ as needed). For this detailed characterization, a subset of the four cooking oils were selected based on the availability of the same products in Williamsburg (lard, peanut, soybean, and canola oil). Since these are complex mixtures and direct injection ESI is not a quantitative technique, this method provides a perspective on the range of molecular formulas observed in the smoke across the oils.

2.4 Respiratory deposition analysis

We compared the PM mass deposited in different regions of the respiratory system associated with an arbitrary 30 minutes of heating time for each type of oil. We used the deposition model developed by the used International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).46 The model uses empirical equations to estimate deposition in three main regions of the human respiratory system-head airways (HA), tracheobronchial (TB) and alveolar (AL) using aerosol number size distribution data.

The model input parameters were set to a particle density of 1 g cm⁻³ and a volumetric inhalation rate of 7.8 L min⁻¹, which corresponds to the breathing rate for adults engaged in sitting activity.47 Time-resolved number distribution data corresponding to the 180 °C cooking temperature was used to compare aerosol mass deposited in the different regions of the respiratory system for a given cooking oil exposure. Since these results were calculated using a fixed-point sampling method, the deposition values are meant for a qualitative comparison between different oils.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Aerosol size distributions from heating different cooking oils

This section presents particle size distributions in terms of number and mass concentrations for different cooking oils heated at the common deep-frying temperature, i.e., 180 °C. The distributions varied greatly between different oils with clear differences in modes and peak number concentrations observed distinctly for each oil as shown in Fig. 3. A table showing the mode, total particle number and mass concentrations for each oil is also presented in Table S1 of the ESI file†.

In terms of the particle number size distributions for different oils, the total number concentrations ranged between 2.5 × 10⁵–6.5 × 10⁴ # cm⁻³ with the highest concentration attributed to coconut oil, whereas the lowest concentration was measured for soybean oil. The modes for the particle size distributions for coconut, canola, peanut, and soybean oil were observed to be in the ultrafine range (50–90 nm) whereas for olive oil and lard, the mode of the distribution was in the accumulation mode range (100–1000 nm). These results agree well with those from Torkmahalleh et al.22 (with the exception of olive oil) in which the particle number mode diameters in the 130–197 °C cooking temperature range for different plant-based oils ranged between 16–82 nm.

In terms of mass distributions, the particle modes were in the 200–400 nm range for all oils. Particles in the size range of 100 nm – 1 μm constituted most of the total mass concentrations as was observed in previous studies characterizing cooking oil emissions.24,48 Heating lard (smoke point of 190 °C) resulted in the highest total mass concentration value of 450 μg m⁻³ followed by olive oil (163 μg m⁻³, smoke point of 208 °C), whereas the lowest
value of 14 μg m⁻³ was measured for peanut oil (smoke point of 227 °C). Among plant-based oils, olive oil has been shown to emit higher PM mass at a fixed temperature due to the presence of increased triolein content; triolein has high molecular weight as compared to other triglycerides found in the oils. In general, oils with higher smoke points (>227 °C) had lower values of total mass concentrations when compared to low smoke point (190–210 °C range) cooking oils as shown in Fig. S3. However, although soybean and canola oil have the highest smoke points (234 °C and 238 °C), their total particle mass concentrations were over 2× higher than that from peanut oil (227 °C).

Next, we present size distributions for two oils commonly used for deep frying, peanut oil and lard, over different cooking temperatures to observe differences in their behavior based on smoke points and their source (peanut oil being plant-based and lard being animal-based), as shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding aerosol mass distributions are also shown in Fig. S4.

For lower cooking temperatures of 100 and 150 °C, the mode of the distributions was in the ultrahfine range for both oils. However, as soon as the temperature went above 180 °C, the mode started to shift into the accumulation mode range (100 nm –1 μm) for both oils. If we compare the total number concentrations for 180 °C and SP +20 °C for both oils, the increase was around 600% and 300% for peanut oil and lard, respectively. This could be due to thermal oxidation of oils resulting in increased SVOC emissions which can be sorbed onto the particle cores emitted by hot plate or by coagulation. These results also agree with previous studies wherein increased cooking temperatures were shown to exhibit bimodal distributions with higher concentrations in the accumulation mode. Overall, these findings present strong evidence for ensuring cooking temperatures below the smoke point and, if possible, employing the use of a strict temperature control, especially in commercial settings such as restaurants and in situations in which a high efficiency extracting range hood is not available.

3.2 Volatility characterization of emissions from heated cooking oils

The GMD of the aerosol volume distributions and the resulting VFR after thermal conditioning over a range of temperatures for different cooking oils (heated at 180 °C) are shown in Fig. 5. The GMD profile shows an approximately linear decrease in particle volume followed by a plateauing trend demonstrating that the heated cooking oil aerosols started exhibiting non-volatile distributions at elevated heated section temperatures (except for olive oil, where GMD still shows a linear decrease till 150 °C thermal conditioning temperature).

When the heating section of the TD was off (room temperature of ~25 °C), the GMD for different oils ranged between 130 –350 nm with the lowest GMD associated with peanut oil and the highest value attributed to lard and olive oil. The bi-modal volume distributions (TD switched off) for most of the oils as shown in Fig. S5 also hints towards presence of a mixed state between the volatile and non-volatile particles. However, as soon as the temperature of heated section was raised, the distributions started exhibiting a single mode towards smaller diameters suggesting removal of volatiles with varying rates depending upon the chemical composition of these aerosols.

The sharpest decrease in the GMD values between the temperatures of 25–75 °C was also observed for the lard and olive oil, where the diameter reduced by more than 200 nm, almost double than the GMD decrease for the remaining oils. For temperatures beyond 75 °C, the GMD trends for all the oil distributions (except olive oil) start to level off in the 60–100 nm range suggesting that the remaining aerosols comprised mostly of non-volatile core as seen in previous studies on volatility characterization of aerosols of outdoor origin at similar conditioning temperatures. The GMD profile for olive oil on the other hand shows a decreasing trend even at higher TD temperatures which could mean that the volatiles hadn’t completely evaporated for this oil.
Next, we compared the $T_{0.1}$ temperatures (aerosol heating temperature corresponding to a 10% aerosol VFR value) between different oils by linearly interpolating results between the measured heating temperatures. Peanut oil had the lowest $T_{0.1}$ value of 49°C, followed by lard at 54°C, whereas the remaining oils showed higher temperatures in the range of 72–83°C. In addition, the VFR values started to overlap among the different oils around the heating temperature range of 75–100°C. Similar VFR values for this temperature range has been reported on similar studies focusing on SOA volatility measurements. Overall, these results suggest that peanut oil and lard generated higher volatility aerosols compared to the remaining oils, which has potential implications for fate and transport indoors and outdoors.

Using large quantities of these oils in a poorly ventilated indoor space could accelerate various gas-particle phase transformation processes indoors, and these compounds can also act as a precursor to ambient SOA formation. Previous studies on the characterization of VOC emissions from heated cooking oils have reported that these aerosols usually contain aldehydes, alkanes, alkenes, and aromatics including benzenes and furans which could also pose a carcinogenic risk upon human exposure. For further chemical characterization of these aerosols, we will now focus on the high molecular mass compounds that might remain in particle phase via organic films as described in the next section.

### 3.3 FT-ICR analysis

To investigate the chemical characteristics of the lower volatility fraction, we analyzed the soft ionization mass spectra for the smoke samples of different oils. The results show that there is a large amount of chemical similarity in terms of molecular formulas and intensity values for carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
compounds (Fig. 6). The average molecular formula for each sample and the resulting oxygen to carbon (O/C) and hydrogen to carbon (H/C) ratios for each cooking oil sample is also given in Table S2.

Overall, there were 1484 total identified ions and, of these, 751 were common for the four tested oil types. The O/C ratios for different oils ranged between 0.15–0.17 consistent with values obtained for cooking organic aerosol in both indoor and ambient environments.\textsuperscript{39,52} The canola oil sample was uniform in terms of intensity with two groups centered around 560 and 800 amu (atomic mass units). These values are slightly lower than the expected averages for di- (≈600 amu) and triglycerides (≈900 amu), consistent with thermal degradation of those precursors. Lard was similar to peanut oil, with a little more intensity in a third group at ≈700 amu. Soybean oil exhibited three main groups with a larger signal in the 700 amu range.

A summary about the number of similar compounds in the smoke sample extracts from different oils is also presented in Table 2. All the plant-based oils (Peanut, Soybean, and Canola) exhibited greater similarity among them in term of chemical compounds containing C, H, and O ions when compared to Lard possibly due to similar saturated fat content and smoke point temperatures.

Another interesting point to mention here is that we did find CHON signals in the soft ionization spectra for all four tested oils (Fig. S6†). The source for these is unknown, as there were no proteins or other food items in the heated oils. Possible sources include additives in the raw oil or reactions with gas-phase ammonia or amines. No gas-phase concentrations are available, but William & Mary is located very close to Colonial Williamsburg with commercial sheep farms, and ammonia from ambient air might have ended up in the smoke samples. While future work will investigate possible reaction pathways for the formation of CHON compounds, here we focus on the CHO compounds measured in the oil samples. Next, if we compare the DBE values and the resulting Van Krevelen diagram, then the results also show similar trends as shown in Fig. 7.

The DBE values for all the oil samples show a great degree of overlap mainly due to the chemical similarity in the smoke samples due to the breakdown of diglycerides and triglycerides at smoke points. The higher DBE values does however suggest the presence of aromatics, esters, and aldehyde precursors such as oleic acid and linoleic acid.\textsuperscript{24,39} For peanut oil, there appears to be some proportion of compounds in the higher mass (800–1000 amu range) containing double bond equivalents suggesting a higher degree of unsaturation as compared to the rest of the oils. Therefore, these compounds may participate in further chemical breakdown reactions affecting indoor chemistry processes on an even longer time scale.

Overall, this analysis provides insights into the chemical properties of the lower volatility chemicals that are collected in aerosol particles formed from oils at or just above their smoke point. These results also provide a good qualitative comparative analysis into the lower volatility portion of the mixture which is the fraction that would be expected to remain in the particles during dilution, or remain on surfaces after particles deposit.

![Fig. 6](image_url) Soft ionization mass spectra for the C, H, and O containing ions in the extract obtained during the smoking of different oils. The oils were heated to temperatures \(\sim20^\circ\text{C}\) above their smoke points. Panels (a–d) represent canola, lard, peanut, and soybean oil respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frying Oil</th>
<th>Lard</th>
<th>Peanut</th>
<th>Soybean</th>
<th>Canola</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lard</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canola</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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However, we also acknowledge that cooking emissions usually contain low molecular mass decomposition compounds. Some of these will be lost due to volatilization during collection, some to volatilization during the sample preparation (concentrating). Others may have lower intensity due to lower ionization efficiencies and the tuning in the FT-ICR.\textsuperscript{30,53} These mass spectra show one perspective on the composition. In the future, a wider range of solvents, ionization methods, and chromatography can be used to expand our understanding of the full range of chemicals found in these types of samples.

3.4 Respiratory deposition analysis

In this section we present results from the ICRP model to compare aerosol mass deposited in different regions of the respiratory system upon exposure to different cooking oils heated at 180 °C for a total duration of 30 minutes (Fig. 8). In general, exposure to aerosol emissions from heating lard was associated with the largest PM mass deposited in the respiratory system while those from peanut oil led to the lowest PM mass deposited.

At the 180 °C cooking temperature, the deposition results emphasize the importance of heating cooking oils below their smoke points. The smoke point for lard being closest to the cooking temperature resulted in deposition values up to one order of magnitude higher than the other oils. The corresponding average values of mass deposited in the head airways (HA), tracheobronchial (TB), and alveolar (AL) region were calculated to be 9.8, 0.9 and 9.0 μg, respectively for lard. For canola, soybean, and peanut oil, the three most commonly used

---

**Fig. 7** Panel a and Panel b represent the DBE and the resulting H/C and O/C ratios for the sample extract of different cooking oils.

**Fig. 8** Average aerosol mass deposited in the head airways, tracheobronchial, and alveolar regions of the respiratory system for different oils heated at 180 °C for 30 minutes in panels (a–c) respectively. The whiskers represent the standard error for \( n = 6 \).
oils other than lard for deep frying, total average mass deposited in these three regions was less than 1 μg respectively. Coconut and olive oil both reported higher values for mass deposited when compared to other plant-based oils; with average values corresponding to HA, TB, and AL regions for olive oil (2.8, 0.3 and 3.2 μg) being almost double than that of coconut oil.

It is also important to mention here that between the deposition values corresponding to AL and TB regions in all the oils, the values for AL were an order of magnitude higher. In a real life setting, the dilution in the room could reduce the actual deposition values associated with cooking oil exposure but one has to understand that emissions from these oils at 180 °C still have the potential to reach the deepest parts of the respiratory system. Moreover, the chemical composition of these aerosols may also influence a biological effect due to the volatile content getting dissolved in the lung fluid which reiterates the need for effective control measures, especially when using large quantities of such oils.

Next, we compared the deposition values for two different source-based oils (lard and Peanut oil) over a wide range of cooking temperatures to observe the overall trends in these values with increasing cooking temperatures (Fig. 9).

Peanut oil (smoke point of 227 °C) was associated with very low deposition values in the three regions (average < 1 μg) until the smoke point was surpassed. On the other hand, the deposition values for lard even in the 150–180 °C temperature range were comparable to the corresponding peanut oil values at smoke point. However, for cooking temperatures at or above smoke points, the average deposition values in all the three regions were in the range of 0.8–23 μg for both the oils despite a 30 °C difference in their respective smoke points. As mentioned in the previous section, the soft mass spectra from smoking different cooking oils were found to be quite similar and the deposition values also suggest that once the cooking temperature approaches the smoke point for a given oil, the physical and chemical characteristics of these emissions start to exhibit a degree of similarity to a certain extent. Therefore, future research efforts should focus on isolating chemical compounds on a molecular scale to help understand the indoor chemistry related process that may transform these organic compounds into pollutants of both outdoor and indoor concern.

4 Conclusions

In this study, we characterized aerosols emissions from the use of different cooking oils with distinct smoke points over a range of cooking temperatures. First, we observed the differences in the aerosol size distributions for different cooking oils when heated at the usual frying temperature of 180 °C. The mode of the number distributions for lard and olive oil (lower smoke points) was observed to be in the 100–300 nm range, whereas for the rest of the oils the mode was in the ultrafine range. Similarly, the total mass concentrations associated with these two oils were much higher (>100 μg m⁻³) than the other oils. We also compared the size distributions for two different source-
based oils (lard and peanut oil) and found that in both the cases, the total number concentrations increased by more than threefold between the cooking temperature of 180 °C and SP+20 °C, thereby suggesting the need for temperature control while using such oils in larger quantities for reducing the associated exposure with their use.

The geometric mean diameter of the volume distributions associated with heating cooking oils at 180 °C ranged between 130–350 nm when the heating section was switched off and these values dropped down by ~30% as the temperature of the heated section was ramped up to 100 °C (indicative of removal of volatiles from non-volatile cores). In terms of VFR, lard and peanut oil had the lowest \( T_{0.1} \) temperature around 50 °C whereas the rest of the oils had \( T_{0.1} \) values in the 75–80 °C range suggesting increased number of volatiles in the aerosols generated from using these two oils as compared to the rest. The soft ionization spectra from smoke samples of different cooking oils showed a high degree of chemical similarity between the samples due to similar breakdown products from the diglycerides and triglycerides. The smoke samples also showed an abundance of carbon double-bond equivalents and low O/C ratios for lower volatile carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen containing compounds further implying the potential of these compounds to form organic pollutants of outdoor concern through oxidation of the carbon–carbon double bonds.

The deposition values calculated using the ICRP model for different parts of the respiratory system when a given cooking oil was used for 30 minutes and showed that heating an oil close to its smoke point (lard) led to much higher PM deposition than other oils. Similar comparison between peanut oil and lard over different cooking temperatures showed that the latter with lower smoke points had higher total deposition values for cooking temperatures in the range of 100–180 °C but as soon as the cooking temperature exceeds the smoke point, the total deposition values were calculated to be in the same range. Therefore, care should be taken in controlling cooking temperatures and avoiding using cooking oils at or above their smoke points to reduce the associated exposure and related health risks.
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